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The material in these pages did not fall from the sky.  

If you decide to share the text/images or plan to include 
them in your own teaching, please credit the source. 
Likewise, if you’d like me to come give a workshop for your 
chapter or group, just give a holler. Thanks.  
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ONCE UPON A TIME… there is no such thing as a beginning. Beginnings & Endings are artificial.  

AB INITIO (“from the beginning”): No story can begin because there is NO single beginning.  

AB OVO (“from the egg”): Stories shouldn’t start from scratch  
 Horace Ars Poetica…ideal epic poet "does not begin the Trojan War from the double egg"         

(nec gemino bellum Troianum orditur ab ovo). 
 The crack in the egg allows us inside…offers access to the character’s essential core. 

IN MEDIA RES ("into the middle of things"): All stories begin in the midst of action.  
 exposition gradually revealed via dialogue, flashbacks, description, history. We look for cracks. 

Also cf. WABI-SABI in Japanese art: nothing lasts, nothing is finished, nothing is perfect. 

EVERY CHARACTER IS A STICK TO CRACK THE EMOTIONAL PIÑATA OF THE READER. Swing hard! 

The ACTION is how readers determine what came before. (…like life ) 

Fiction extracts emotion… SHOWING & TELLING: show the CAUSE so they can feel the EFFECT.  
 Two strings of the sitar. By playing upon what’s visible, vibrations reveal what is hidden.  
 You must crack your characters open to release the energy trapped inside them.  

JUNGLE GYMS: We must be curious so that readers can use their imaginations properly.  
 Your readers need to extrapolate. Offer significant detail. (i.e. always supply resonant causes) 

Readers crave meaningful patterns and satisfying emotion. To FEEL the story, they need to know 
WHY something happens, WHY it matters, WHY they should give a damn.  

Never ask your reader to do the work they pay YOU to do. Provide a moving ride. Stretch yourself!  

EMPATHY: key is not likability but ACCESSIBILITY. Perfection paralyzes and prevents access. 
 Empathy is easiest with pathos, but that makes pathos a cliché. 

BAGGAGE: unpacks the past so POV character can process what’s happening NOW &. 
 Backstory shouldn’t stop the story to drag readers into the past,  
 Backstory should drag the past into the present so character decide on appropriate ACTION. 

AIM:  (Telos) the ultimate end or purpose of a character (barring mistakes). Think of it as active destiny. 
(e.g. the telos of an acorn is an oak) 

 
“By exploring the darkness, you explore the light.”  

Hubert Selby, Jr. 
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BACKSTORY is the subjective past…each person’s personal experience of navigating the people and 
places, time and spaces.  Without backstory every character is generic, which means they can only fear 
+ desire abstractions generally, pursue + avoid generalities.  

 Warnings about backstory are about its misuse, clumsy application of narrative firepower.  
 backstory without purpose=description of context and history devoid of emotional legibility 
 Don’t USE backstory…HOARD backstory! (i.e. guard it jealously & deploy for maximum impact) 

As Faulkner said, “The past isn’t dead. It isn’t even past.” 

INFO DUMPs = synonym for author’s laziness in storytelling 

EXPOSITION stops the narrative dead to fill in informational 
gaps & offer details the WRITER wants the audience to know.  

 Info dumps always focus on EFFECTS.  
 Effective backstory delivers CAUSES so readers extrapolate & experience emotions themselves. 

BACKSTORY IS THE CHARACTER’S PAST SERVING THE STORY’S PRESENT. 

DETAILS: Not insertion of info but extraction takes us into the character’s subjective experience.  
 Use of NEED to justify backstory via interviews, interlopers, internal struggle (cf. Orton & soaps) 
 Only share when characters NEED TO KNOW: determines how much backstory applies 

INVISIBILITY: Backstory appears on (and informs) every page without intruding, like punctuation. 
 You do not weave/sprinkle/pepper in backstory: as the story requires, you wring resonant 

details loose to cause reactions and build context in the present predicament.  

When does backstory appear? ALWAYS, but invisibly. Great stories reveal backstory in every moment.  
 …Present on every page, undetectable but omnipresent: look at the space between words.  
 Used effectively, readers don’t even notice it because Backstory IS story. 
 Backstory flows under the action of the book, fills its spaces, anchors its world 
 Bedrock of characterization, charging every event with emotional significance & powering plot. 
 Backstory is story oxygen: omnipresent & invisible, vital & explosive under pressure. 

What critical, hidden elements must readers discover for themselves about your main character? 
Plant resonant clues to unfold. Think of them as tiny seeds that bear potent fruit by story’s end. 
(e.g. long skirts  wooden leg…polite glance  erotic obsession …empty crib  imaginary baby) 

 

  

“A little talent is a good thing to 
have if you want to be a writer. But 
the only real requirement is the 
ability to remember every scar.”  

Stephen King. 
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Characters motivated by ERROR/NEED/LACK/INJURY/ABSENCE which paralyzes & imprisons energy. 

 That vacuum sucks characters toward sameness, blankness, vagueness, annihilation, & failure.  

THE VOID = Backstory, flaw, ghost, scar, shadow, wound, blind spot, error, aka motivation (in GMC) 
 cf. Aristotle’s HAMARTIA: hamartanos (“to miss a target”) which is not a sin or moral failing. 
 Once you’ve identified the right void for a character: you will show even WHEN you tell.  

Void is the root of chemistry, comedy, pathos, eroticism, irony, suspense, empathy, transcendence, etc 

According to the Chambers Dictionary, Entropy is “the measure of unavailable energy, energy still 
existing but lost for the purpose of doing work because it exists as the internal motion of molecules.”  

Everything stops, eventually. Everything that is active, specific, and dynamic gradually falters. All matter 
and energy in the universe gradually degrades to a terminal “state of inert uniformity.”  

Just as Entropy traps energy, voids paralyze characters and actions. (INERTIA) 

VOID = problematic emptiness that sucks + past origin + resonance/significance + persistent influence  

Show cause, not effect. The most powerful void is something audience doesn’t need to be told.  
 Lubitsch: “Let the audience add up two plus two. They’ll love you forever.” 
 If you have to explain something, you don’t understand it well enough to use it 

What error makes your character suffer? 
 The Buddha: three poisons that keep people trapped in suffering: desire, ignorance, and hate.  
 Pope Gregory I grouped 7 Deadly Sins into 3 strains: appetite, delusion, and wrath.  
 Agrippa divides metaphysics into three worlds: physical, celestial, spiritual.  

Like toxicology, voids contain the seed of their own remedy/solution (i.e. use to identify GOALS).  

Strong characters avoid their void, which anchors their action. THEIR VOID CREATES THEIR VOICE.  

What does your character’s void reveal about their nature, their strength, their weakness? What 
makes this character care and what do they care most about? What never stops sucking (e.g. dis-
grace, dis-favor. a-void)? Pick your person’s poison. Situate your character’s failings within their: 

BODY (Desire / Appetite)  MIND (Ignorance / Delusion)  SPIRIT (Hate / Wrath) 

Now get specific by digging for the underlying root! What constant negative UNDERMINES their 
best efforts and ISOLATES them from the community? Articulate the void via a “BAD” LIB: 

 Because I constantly struggle with [VOID], I’m always trying to [ACTION] people, places, 
things, and ideas in every situation I face.  
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TRAUMA destabilizies identities and communities. Reverberations can be lifelong. 

SHAM PAIN: assume responsibility for trauma. Never exploit suffering as a cool plot device or insta-
depth. Don’t minimize or trivialize significant experiences, even your own.  Even when you have direct 
experience doesn’t mean you completely understand the potential impact for all people. OWN IT. 

Assault, abuse, addiction are complex and polyvalent. There is no one truth. Know what you write. 
Never include trauma in a story unless you will take time to unpack its significance with care.  

SENTIMENTALITY: one interpretation… Don’t write your own background music. 
 In stories, EVERYONE IS RIGHT. Reducing any character to a“paragon” or “villain” removes 

their agency & authenticity. Stick figures make no choices and take no action…hollow + dull. 
 Be wary of the seductive dangers of the WHINE BAR, esp. in emotional storytelling. 
 Mary Sues & Sad Sacks suck the life and feeling out of every story.  

DON’T WRITE WHAT YOU KNOW…WRITE WHAT YOU FEEL. 

OBSTACLES & OPPONENTS: How do other characters exacerbate and alleviate that void? How do 
other characters embody conflicts with that core belief? PAIR VOIDS FOR MAXIMUM CHEMISTRY. 

ISOLATION (int/ext) of protagonist highlights the EMOTIONAL TRUTH & PERSONAL STRUGGLE. 

Every credible character REFLECTS or REJECTS protagonist’s action 
with their own actions/re-actions. 

 All heroes’ fight the void. All villains are voids made visible.  
 Antagonist must always be stronger than protagonist.  

If VOID is the error that always screws up actions, what is the actual AIM (Telos) of each character? 
(e.g. acorn/oak) 

 Where is your character headed and where might they end up by mistake? 

How does each character in your story relate to the protagonist’s central void? How does each 
member of the cast exacerbate/ameliorate, address/avoid, spur/soothe that character’s high-stakes 
choices? Think of those reflections/rejections like branches and roots from a dark tree. 

 

 

 

“You are only as strong 
as your enemy.” 

Crazy Horse 
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ALIGNMENT keeps effort efficient and effective. A stack conserves energy and concentrates attention. 
 All character details spring from coherent core of energy…not sham pain but real Void 
 Character coherence allows every detail to multitask holographically. (e.g. mindful complexity) 
 You can trace character in any direction. If goals come easy, work backwards to voids, if you 

prefer thinking about voids, work forward to goals. Everything aligns, so everything connects. 

PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS: Need is the root of every character decision.  (Void provides power source.) 

What do they A-void? ACTION is how they avoid it. Even in the fluffiest romcom, the sweetest 
middlegrade, the dark heart beating inside the characters is what makes everyone’s blood flow. 

 need for reversal and scope/range (low to high) in different genres… KNOWN  UNKNOWN 
 emotional landscape/emotional legibility (e.g. wealth as burden, mating as crisis) 

Cast characters with a transitive verb that springs from their VOID. Individual tactics are synonyms+. 

ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS. 

Aristotle: character is “habitual action.” (ETHOS) 
 Characters = action figures for empathetic magic 
 Stories are made of action like pigs are made of pork. 
 Characters aren’t people, but devices to extract emotion from audiences. 

[CHARACTER] is [CONTEXT] who [ACTION]s in order to [ACHIEVE HAPPINESS]. 

You have to run towards the fire. Write one thing every day that frightens you.  

KNOW YOUR OWN SHADOWS: YOUR void is the source of YOUR voice.  

Heroes need flaws and villains need virtues. No strength comes at no cost. Look for the flipside of 
every coin in your story and spend them wisely. Find the salt in the sugar and explain how the 
NEGATIVES of the Void could possibly provide a net positive. Over the course of the story… 

 How might the Void’s attraction STRENGTHEN your character physically? 

 How might the Void’s oblivion EDUCATE your character mentally? 

 How might the Void’s corruption ELEVATE your character spiritually? 

 What KEY does your character believe would unlock their Void’s cage to permit an HEA? 

“And the heart that is soonest 
awake to the flowers is always the 
first to be touch'd by the thorns.”  

Thomas Moore 


